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ABSTRACT
Full scale turning circle manoeuvre is simulated using
the Finite Volume (FV) based CFD software called the
Naval Hydro Pack, which is based on foam-extend.
Results are directly compared to sea trial measurements
for two propeller rotation rates. Two different approaches
for modelling the free surface are investigated: as
single–phase flow model with a simplified linearised free
surface method, and a two–phase numerical model with
Volume of Fluid (VOF) method for interface capturing.
The comparison in terms of accuracy, computational time
and robustness between the two methods is presented.
In both approaches the propeller is modelled using the
actuator disc model, while the moving rudder is handled
using the overset grid technology. A newly developed
publicly available open–source overset library based on
foam-extend is used.
INTRODUCTION
Today, Finite Volume based Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) methods are becoming feasible for
conducting manoeuvring simulations ([1, 2]), enabling
direct modelling of active appendages and propellers.
The challenge of simulating active appendages in CFD
has been tackled for some time using the overset grid
technology ([3, 4, 5, 6]), where multiple computational
grids are used with overlapping interfaces. The problem
of high computational demands when simulating a
rotating propeller behind the ship still persists due to
the large difference in temporal scales between free
surface and propeller related phenomena, creating a need
for further development of more industrially relevant
methods.
In an attempt to accelerate the CFD manoeuvring
simulations, a simplified free surface model [7, 8] is
employed in this work to simulate a turning circle
manoeuvre. The linearised free surface model acts as

a boundary condition for the governing equations in
the under–water portion of the domain. The method
is compared to a two–phase, free surface resolving
model based on VOF interface capturing [9]. Accuracy,
performance and robustness are compared between the
two methods. For validation purposes, the results are
compared to sea trial measurements. In both approaches,
a simplified propeller model is used based on the
actuator disc theory [10]. The rudder motion is handled
using the newly developed overset library based on
foam-extend [11]. In order to save CPU time, the
circular trajectory of the ship was extrapolated once the
ship entered a steady circular motion (steady yaw rate),
instead of calculating the entire manoeuvre with CFD.
This paper is organised as follows. A brief
overview of the numerical method is given in the
second section, where the two–phase flow, linearised free
surface and actuator disc models are described. Next,
some notes on the developed overset grid technology
are given, followed by an overview of the rigid body
motion algorithm. In Section 5 the manoeuvring case
description is given, with information regarding the
ship and conditions. Next, numerical settings for both
approaches are given followed by comparison of results
and discussion.
NUMERICAL MODEL
Overview of the numerical methods used in this work
is given in this section, comprising the two–phase flow
model, linearised free surface method and the actuator
disc model.
Two–phase flow model
Governing
equations
for
two–phase,
incompressible, viscous and turbulent flow consist of the
momentum and continuity equations:
∂u
1
+ ∇•((u − uM ) u) − ∇•(νe ∇u) = − ∇pd ,
∂t
ρ

(1)

where η denotes the vertical free surface elevation, U f s
is the in–plane velocity field at the free surface, UN f s is
∇•u = 0 ,
(2) the in–plane grid velocity, n f s is the free surface normal,
while Γ0 denotes the calm free surface. Eq. 6 is
where u stands for the velocity field, uM is the grid
solved using the Finite Area method [15]. The linearised
velocity accounting for the Space Conservation Law [12],
dynamic free surface boundary condition provides the
νe is the effective kinematic viscosity, ρ is the two–fluid
pressure value at the free surface:
density field, while pd stands for dynamic pressure
defined as pd = p − ρg•x. Here, p stands for the static
p = ρ|g|η ,
(7)
pressure, g is the gravity acceleration and x denotes the
radii vector. If the discontinuities between the two phases which is used as a boundary condition for the solution of
are treated properly, Eqs. 1 and 2 are valid for both phases. Eqs. 1 and 2.
In this work the Ghost Fluid Method [9] is employed in
Actuator disc model
order to implicitly impose the step change of density and
pressure gradient across the free surface, which leads to Actuator disc theory is applied in the CFD model in
two additional equations to be satisfied at the free surface: order to account for the action of the propeller. Pressure
and tangential velocity jump are prescribed at a thin
+
−
+
−
p
=
−(ρ
+
ρ
)g
•x ,
(3)
p−
circular surface in the volume domain representing the
d
d
propeller. Pressure jump ∆p and tangential velocity
1
1
−
+
∇p −
∇p = 0,
(4) jump ∆ut correspond to thrust and torque, respectively,
ρ− d ρ+ d
generated by the propeller in given operating conditions.
where index + denotes values infinitesimally close to the Propeller characteristics are evaluated dynamically during
interface on the water side, and − values on the air side. the simulation, using open water curves. Calculation of
Eqs. 3 and 4 are introduced into Eqs. 1 and 2 through pressure and velocity jump is performed following the
special discretisation schemes applied at the free surface. actuator disc model implemented in [16] (see [10] for
details), and will be omitted for brevity.
For more details the reader is referred to [9].
Propeller thrust T and torque Q are a function
Interface capturing is performed using the
of the advance coefficient J = VA / (nD), i.e. T = T (J)
algebraic VOF [13] method with interface compression:
and Q = Q(J). Here, VA is the undisturbed axial velocity
∂α
+ ∇•(uα) + ∇•(ur α(1 − α)) = 0 ,
(5) in the propeller plane, measured as the carriage velocity
∂t
in the open water test, n stands for propeller rotational
where α stands for volume fraction, and ur stands speed and D for the diameter. When the actuator disc is
for artificial compressive velocity field [14]. Details applied behind the ship, the undisturbed inflow velocity
regarding interface compression technique can be found corresponds to the average axial velocity on the actuator
disc plane when the actuator disc itself is not active. Thus,
in [13].
VA cannot be assessed from the self–propulsion simulation
Linearised free surface model
in which the actuator disc is being used. In order to
Instead of considering two phases with CFD, a linearised avoid iterative procedures where multiple CFD and/or
solution of the kinematic and dynamic free surface potential flow based calculations are iterated in order to
boundary conditions can be imposed as boundary assess VA and corresponding propeller characteristics (see
conditions on a domain boundary representing the free e.g. [17, 18]), an approximate method for determining
surface.Thus, only one phase (water) is simulated, while VA directly from the self–propulsion simulation has been
air is excluded from the model. The numerical grid is devised. The undisturbed inflow velocity VA is calculated
constructed up to the free surface, generally resulting in based on the measured inflow velocity VD at the actuator
smaller number of cells. The model presents an extension disc plane as:
of the method implemented by Woolliscroft and Maki [7],
T
without making the slender body approximation, and with
,
(8)
VA = VD −
2ρA
DVD
some additional higher order terms [8].
Governing equations for the single–phase, where A denotes the surface area of the actuator disc.
D
viscous and incompressible flow in the domain are Eq. 8 arises from the actuator disc theory, the reader is
equivalent to Eqs. 1 and 2, without the need for Eqs. 3 and referred to [19] for the derivation and validation.
4. At the free surface equations arising from kinematic Thrust and torque are evaluated from the open water
free surface boundary conditon is solved [8]:
characteristics diagram of the given propeller. In this

∂η
+ ∇• u f s − uM f s η = u f s •n f s ,
∂t

x ∈ Γ0 ,

work constant propeller rotation rate is imposed on the
(6) propeller.

OVERSET GRID

Due to the idealised propeller model, asymmetric forces
produced by the propeller are not captured. Thus, the
Overset grid algorithm based on foam-extend is simulations will be performed for starboard turn only, and
used in this work. The library is freely available compared to both port and starboard turn trial data.
for OpenFOAM users [11], and it allows automatic, Compared items are:
parallelised overlap fringe assembly based on run–time
• Transfer TR (lateral distance between the position
selectable Donor Suitability Functions (DSF). In this
of the ship at the time of rudder activation and the
work, DSF based on cell volumes of similar sizes has
point in which the course evolved 90o with respect
been used to find the overlap. The library offers run–time
to the initial course),
selection of interpolation schemes, where first order
injection scheme is used in this work. Higher order
• Advance AD (longitudinal distance between the
interpolation schemes accounting for the GFM jump
position of the ship at the time of rudder activation
conditions will be developed in future work. Velocity and
and the point in which the course evolved 90o ),
VOF fields are interpolated implicitly within the linear
• Tactical diameter Dt (lateral distance between the
system solver, while the pressure is interpolated explicitly
ship starting position and the point in which the
to ensure region–wise and fringe mass conservation in
course evolved 180o ),
a straightforward way. Fully conservative and implicit
interpolation is developed in the library for single–phase
• Approach speed Va (ship speed at the point of
flow only, while extension for two–phase flow is planned
rudder activation),
for future work. In this work a specialised two–phase
• Time needed for 90o (T90 ), 180o (T180 ) and 360o
model is developed supporting overset grid, within the
(T360 ) change of heading angle.
Naval Hydro Pack.
RIGID BODY MOTION
Rigid body motion equations are integrated using a
geometrical method proposed by [20], achieving high
accuracy and minimal error accumulation. The method
directly integrates the rotation vector, rather than
quaternions or Euler angles. Integration tolerance is
set to 1e−5 , while fifth order Runge–Kutta integration
method is used. Restraining certain translational and
rotational degrees of freedom is achieved with the
Lagrangian multipliers. Coupling of fluid flow and rigid
body motion in the nonlinear loop is performed using
the enhanced coupling procedure, as described in [21],
allowing fewer number of outer nonlinear iterations per
time–step. Aitkens relaxation method [22] is used for
relaxing the motion.

Figure 1: Side view of the car carrier ship.
Table 1: Car carrier particulars.
LPP , m

188.7

TURNING CIRCLE MANOEUVRE

B, m

32.26

The considered ship is a car carrier built in Uljanik
shipyard in Croatia. Full scale sea trial measurements
were performed in the Adriatic sea by Brodardski Institut
Zagreb. The ship surface model is shown in Fig. 1,
while the main ship particulars are presented in Tab. 1.
As indicated in the table, two propeller rotation speeds
were tested during the trial, n1 =2.12 s−1 and n2 =1.42
s−1 . The rudder is deflected to 35 degrees, while the
rudder deflection rate is not reported. In the simulation,
a deflection rate of 5 degrees per second is assumed.
Authors acknowledge that this might be a potential source
of minor discrepancies. The sea trial measurements
were performed for port and starboard rudder deflection.

T, m

6.235

DP , m

5.9 (four bladed)

LCG, m

90.49 (from A.P.)

VCG, m

0 (free surface)

TCG, m

0 (starboard)

∆, t

20846.9
s−1

2.12

n2 , s−1

1.42

n1 ,

Linearised free surface simulations
In both single and two–phase simulations the grid
accommodates the ship motion by rigidly moving together
with the ship. Surge, sway and yaw are permitted
while the remaining degrees of freedom are constrained.
Numerical grid containing the ship hull serves as a
background grid for the rudder grid, which is inserted
using the overset technology. The k–ω SST turbulence
model is used with wall functions at the hull boundary.
For the simulation where linearised free surface model
is used, computational grid consists of 725 500 cells
altogether, with 548 500 cells in the ship grid and 177 000
cells for the rudder. cfMesh software is used for grid
generation, which is freely available in foam-extend.
The computational domain is 210 m long, extending
1/2LPP behind the AP and 1/2LPP in front of FP. The
selected length of the domain is extremely short; however
it is the intention of this paper to examine the limits with
respect to lowering computational time. Quantification of
domain length influence on turning circle results is left for
future studies. The width of the domain is also 210 m, and
the depth is set to 2LPP below the free surface, while the
free surface boundary condition is set at z = 0. Note that
only the underwater part of the domain is needed for the
linear free surface model.
Fig. 2 shows the computational domain outline
with the underwater part of the hull. In order to facilitate
overset grid interpolation, additional mesh refinement is
applied at the stern of the ship, shown in Fig. 3. Fig.
4 shows the discretised rudder, actuator disc and hull
surface at the stern. The boundary of the rudder grid is
also indicated.
Instead of simulating the complete turning circle
manoeuvre, calculations were stopped when completing
half of the circular trajectory for n1 case, while the n2 case
was terminated at one quarter of the circle. The remainder
of the trajectory was predicted by fitting appropriate shape
functions for surge, sway and yaw in time. Yaw is
fitted with a linear function, while sway and surge are
fitted with a sine function. optimize.curve fit
function from Python library called SciPy [23] is used
to perform the nonlinear fitting. Using this approach,
considerable savings in overall computational time can
be achieved. Theoretically, after the ship enters a steady
circular trajectory (constant yaw rate), the remainder of
circular motion can be reliably estimated.
For the case of n1 = 2.12 s−1 propeller rotation
rate, 240 seconds of real time was simulated, while the
rudder was activated after 60 seconds, ensuring converged
ship speed at the start of the rudder activation. Figs. 5
and 6 show converged velocity and pressure field near the
rudder just before the rudder activation. Fig. 7 shows
converged free surface elevation. During the simulation,
the ship passed 1/2 of the circular trajectory, as seen in

Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows surge and sway velocity in the
ship–fixed frame of reference. It can be seen that the
rudder activated when the ship was at x = 614 m from
the starting point, and that surge converged to a nearly
constant value by the time the rudder activated. Fig. 12
shows the yaw velocity in time. The simulation took 31.5
wall–clock hours to complete on four cores a Intel Core
i7-4820K CPU at 3.70GHz. The overset interpolation
took around 38% of computational time in the periods
when the relative position of the two grids is changing,
i.e. while the rudder is moving. When the rudder is
static with respect to the ship overset interpolation cost
is neglibile since the suitable donor–acceptor pairs search
is not necessary, since they do not change. Thus, in the
complete simulation the cost of overset interpolation is
negligible. Tab. 2 shows the comparison of sea trial
data and numerical results obtained using the linearised
free surface (LFS) denoted with CFDLFS . Column
indicated with an asterisk presents values calculated by
extrapolating the results with analytical functions. For
the extrapolation, data between 120 and 140 seconds was
used. The calculated and extrapolated results agree very
well, Thus there is no need to perform the complete
manoeuvre. Furthermore, this also confirms that the ship
trajectory is indeed circular, and that the solution had
sufficiently converged, even though the surge and sway
velocities are not completely steady (Fig. 11). Comparing
to sea trial measurements, underestimation is observed for
all items. Transfer, tactical diameter and approach speed
show reasonable agreement, while advance and time
needed for 90, 180 and 360 degrees show a significant
under–prediction.
In case of the n2 propeller rotation rate, 170
seconds were simulated, while 90 degrees of course
change was achieved at roughly 167 seconds of simulation
time. Thus, this corresponds to roughly one quarter of
the circle. As in the previous case, extrapolation was
used to obtain all necessary data. Figs. 14 and 15 show
surge, sway and yaw velocity in the ship–fixed frame of
reference, while Fig.13 shows the trajectory of the centre
of gravity in the horizontal plane. Sea trial measurements
and numerical results are shown in Tab. 3. As in the
previous case, extrapolated values agree well with the
calculated ones, while the underestimation is smaller with
respect to sea trial measurements.

Figure 5: Converged velocity field around the rudder
Figure 2: Computational domain for the linearised free before rudder activation in the linearised free surface
simulation, for case n1 .
surface simulation with the underwater part of the hull.

Figure 3: View of the computational grid for the Figure 6: Converged pressure field around the rudder
linearised free surface simulation at the stern: black before rudder activation in the linearised free surface
grid–lines indicate the background grid, red indicate the simulation, for case n1 .
overlapping rudder grid.

Figure 7: Converged free surface elevation field before
Figure 4: View of the rudder, actuator disc and hull rudder activation in the linearised free surface simulation,
surface grids in the slinearised free surface simulation.
for case n1 .

Table 2: Manoeuvring result comparison for the overlaying rudder grid is indicated. The configuration is
linearised free surface simulation, n1 propeller rotation similar to the one used in the single–phase simulation.
rate. Values denoted with an asterix are extrapolated.
The two–phase simulation for the propeller rate
n
was
simulated
for 250 seconds of real time, which took
1
TrialS TrialP CFDLFS CFDLFS *
75.8 hours on for cores of a Intel Core i5-3570K CPU
AD, m 680.9 643.3
529.0
529.5
at 3.40GHz. Note that this is twice the computational
time with respect to the linearised free surface. However,
TR, m 276.0 246.9
228.8
228.4
it should be noted that a slower processor is used for
Dt, m
693.3 694.3
616.6
623.3
this case. In order to check the parallel performance
of the overset grid algorithm, the same simulation was
Va , kt
21.8
21.7
20.27
N/A
performed on a computer cluster with 64 cores (16 Intel
T90 , s
87
88
74.0
74.3
Xeon Processors, E5-2637 v3, 15M Cache, 3.50 GHz),
where it took 5.2 hours for the same simulation. This is
184
183
151.0
151.9
T180 , s
a reasonable amount of time for industrial applications,
T360 , s
393
395
N/A
307.5
where results can be obtained within one work–day. In
this case the overset interpolation took 54% of computer
resources when the relative grid position is changing,
while similar to the single phase simulation the cost
Table 3: Manoeuvring result comparison for the with respect to the entire simulation is negligible. Figs.
linearised free surface simulation, n2 propeller rotation 11 and 12 show surge, sway and yaw velocity in
rate. Values denoted with an asterix are extrapolated.
ship–fixed frame of reference, while Fig. 10 shows the
trajectory in horizontal plane. Tab. 4 shows results
TrialS TrialP CFDLFS CFDLFS *
for the two–phase simulation, denoted with CFD2P .
AD, m 603.5 552.3
511.8
514.7
As in the previous section, numerical results assessed
from motion graphs and predicted with the extrapolation
TR, m 238.9 245.1
217.07
217.6
procedure are compared. For transfer, advance and
588.8 590.5
N/A
580.7
Dt, m
time needed to reach 90o yaw angle the values compare
well between calculated and extrapolated data, however
Va , kt
14.94 14.89
13.76
N/A
tactical diameter and T180 show significant difference.
T90 , s
117
110
107
107.1
This indicates that as the simulation progresses, the ship
slightly oscillates around the circular trajectory. This can
T180 , s
235
222
N/A
218.9
be observed visually in Fig. 12, where yaw velocity
480
455
N/A
442.5
T360 , s
of the two–phase simulation oscillates, while yaw rate
obtained with linearised free surface model shows less
significant oscillations. This is an additional reason to use
analytical extrapolation, and to reduce the duration of the
Two–phase simulation
In order to remain within low cell count, a coarser rudder CFD simulation to a minimum. With respect to sea trial
grid was used for the two–phase simulation with respect measurements, the results show better agreement than the
to the singe–phase simulation. Here, the rudder grid linearised free surface model for all items.
For the n2 propeller rotation rate, 315 seconds of
contains 53 900 cells, while the background grid has
real
time
was simulated, which corresponds to more than
1 017 000 cells, amounting to 1 070 900 cells altogether.
one
half
of
the full circle. Fig. 13 shows the trajectory
Note that the background ship grid contains almost twice
of
the
ship
in
the horizontal plane, while surge, sway and
the number of cells with respect to the grid used in
yaw
velocity
signals
in time are shown on Figs. 14 and 15.
the linearised free surface simulation. This is mainly
Results
are
presented
in Tab. 5, where good agreement
due to the necessary refinements near the free surface
with
sea
trial
measurements
can be observed.
needed to capture the interface correctly. Fig. 8 shows
the computational grid in the vertical central plane,
where refinements around the free surface can be seen.
Domain extents are the same as in the linearised free
surface simulation described in the previous section, with
the exception of the discretised air phase, where the
domain height above the free surface is 1/3LPP . Fig.
9 shows the rudder, hull and actuator disc surfaces in
the computational domain, where the boundary of the
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Figure 11: Surge and sway velocity in ship–fixed referent
system for n1 propeller rate.
Figure 8: Computational grid in the two–phase
simulation at the center–line.
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Figure 12: Yaw velocity evolution in time for n1 propeller
Figure 9: View of the rudder, hull and the actuator disc rotation rate.
surface in the two–phase simulation. Black grid–lines
indicate the boundary of the rudder overset grid.
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Figure 10: Trajectory of ship’s centre of gravity in Figure 13: Trajectory of ship’s centre of gravity in
horizontal plane for n1 propeller rotation rate.
horizontal plane for n2 propeller rotation rate.
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Table 5: Manoeuvring result comparison for two–phase
simulation, n2 propeller rotation rate. Values denoted with
an asterix are extrapolated.

Velocity, m/s

8
Surge velocity: two-phase
Surge velocity: singe-phase
Sway velocity: two-phase
Sway velocity: single-phase

6

4

TrialS

TrialP

CFD2P

CFD2P *

AD, m

603.5

552.3

584.6

583

TR, m

238.9

245.1

230.06

228.2

Dt, m

588.8

590.5

562.26

559.7

Va , kt

14.94

14.89

13.63

N/A

T90 , s

117

110

122

121.1

T180 , s

235

222

233

229.4

T360 , s

480

455

N/A

445.8
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Figure 14: Surge and sway velocity in ship–fixed referent
system for n2 propeller rate.

DISCUSSION
1

Comparison of all results is shown in Tabs. 6 and 7, where
differences with respect to average trial data is expressed
in percentages. The relative differences are calculated
0
as (Trial − CFD)/Trial. For the n1 propeller rotation
rate, the linearised free surface simulation with linearised
-0.5
free surface model shows differences ranging from 7% to
-1
22%, where the largest error is obtained for advance and
T360 . The two–phase simulation shows significantly better
-1.5
agreement with differences ranging from 0.2% to 10%.
-2
For the slower rotation rate, n2 , better agreement
0
100
200
300
400
Time, s
of sea trial data and numerical results is obtained overall.
Figure 15: Yaw velocity evolution in time for n2 propeller Linearised free surface simulation exhibits differences
ranging from 1.5% to 11% with the largest error again for
rotation rate.
advance. The two–phase simulation gave better results
once again, with differences ranging between 0.5% and
9%. Overall, both methods gave reasonable accuracy with
respect to sea trial data.
The improvement of results obtained using
linearised free surface model with a reduction of the
Table 4: Manoeuvring result comparison for two–phase propeller rotation rate, i.e. ship speed, is significant.
simulation, n1 propeller rotation rate. Values denoted with The reason is probably due to the limited accuracy of
an asterix are extrapolated.
the linearised free surface model, since for higher ship
velocities the non-linearities of the free surface become
TrialS TrialP CFD2P CFD2P *
more significant. As the ship enters the circular motion,
AD, m 680.9 643.3
633.4
629.4
violent free surface effects are possible, especially near
the bulb, which is close to the free surface in this case.
TR, m 276.0 246.9
280.0
288.6
Nonetheless, single–phase simulation showed to be more
Dt, m
693.3 694.3
654.9
670.0
stable, where the ship converges to a circular trajectory.
In the two–phase simulation, the trajectory deviates from
Va , kt
21.8
21.7
20.22
N/A
the circular one as the numerical error accumulates,
T90 , s
87
88
92.9
93.0
possibly due to relatively coarse grid and short numerical
domain used in this work. Furthermore, for the n1
T180 , s
184
183
172.2
193.2
propeller rotation rate the two–phase simulation took
T360 , s
393
395
N/A
393.2
twice the computational time with respect to the linearised
free surface simulation. Thus, a detailed investigation
o

Yaw velocity, /s

0.5

Two-phase simulation
Single-phase simulation

into the reasons for the discrepancies between sea
trial data and results obtained using the linearised free
surface will be performed in future work in the aim of
creating an accurate, efficient and robust tool for viscous
manoeuvring simulations. It could be argued that the
results with the linearised free surface model would be
better for a slower vessel with larger draught, where
nonlinear free surface effects are less influential.
On the other hand, the two–phase numerical
model proved to be accurate in predicting the turning
circle manoeuvre in full scale, where overset grid
technology is employed together with an actuator disc
model.
Table 6: Overall comparison of turning circle results
for n1 propeller rotation rate.
CFDLFS stands for
results obtained using linearised free surface model, while
CFD2P denotes the two–phase simulation results. Values
denoted with an asterix are extrapolated.
CFDLFS

CFDLFS *

CFD2P

CFD2P *

Err AD, %

20.1

20.0

4.3

4.9

Err TR, %

12.5

12.6

-7.1

-10.4

Err Dt, %

11.1

10.2

5.6

3.4

Err Va , %

6.8

N/A

7.0

N/A

Err T90 , %

15.4

15.1

-6.2

-6.3

Err T180 , %

17.7

17.2

6.2

-5.3

Err T360 , %

N/A

22.0

N/A

0.2

Table 7: Overall comparison of turning circle results
for n2 propeller rotation rate.
CFDLFS stands for
results obtained using linearised free surface model, while
CFD2P denotes the two–phase simulation results. Values
denoted with an asterix are extrapolated.
CFDLFS

CFDLFS *

CFD2P

CFD2P *

Err AD, %

11.4

10.9

-1.2

-0.9

Err TR, %

10.3

10.1

4.9

5.7

Err Dt, %

N/A

1.5

4.6

5.1

Err Va , %

7.8

N/A

8.6

N/A

Err T90 , %

5.7

5.6

-7.5

-6.7

Err T180 , %

N/A

4.2

-2.0

-0.4

Err T360 , %

N/A

5.3

N/A

4.6

CONCLUSION
Full scale numerical simulations of turning circle
manoeuvres for a car carrier using the Naval Hydro
Pack are performed in this paper. The validation is
conducted by directly comparing to sea trial data in
full scale. The ship is self–propelled using the actuator
disc model, while the overset grid technology is used
to handle rudder motion by overlapping the rudder
grid with the background ship grid. Two different
approaches for modelling the free surface are used and
compared: conventional, two–phase numerical model
with Volume of Fluid method for interface capturing,
and a single–phase model where linearised free surface
boundary conditions are formulated. For both methods,
extrapolation procedure is employed to predict the
circular motion of the ship once it entered a steady circular
trajectory, instead of performing the complete circle using
the CFD calculation. Significant computational time
savings are achieved using this approach.
Turning circle manoeuvring simulations are
conducted for two propeller rotation rates that were tested
at the sea trial. Two–phase simulation showed good
agreement for both propeller rotation rates, with errors
mainly below 7%. The linearised free surface model
showed reasonable agreement for the smaller rotation
rate, where the errors remained below 10% for most
items. For the higher rotation rate, the linearised free
surface simulation exhibited larger differences going up
to 20%. Thus, the linearisation of the free surface poses an
accuracy limit with respect to the ship velocity, since for
larger velocities higher nonlinearities of the free surface
can be expected.
Although the linearised free surface simulation
showed to be less accurate, it exhibited more stable
evolution of the circular trajectory.
In terms of
computational costs, linearised free surface approach
proved to be twice as fast as the two–phase simulation.
In future work, the method will be tested on more
conventional slower vessels to further explore practical
limits of its application.
The two–phase formulation together with
overset grid technology exhibited acceptable level
of accuracy with respect to sea trials, whereas the
simulations took a reasonable amount of computational
time (5.2 hours on 64 processor cores). Thus, industrially
relevant calculations can be conducted with the present
approach. In future work, asymmetry of the propeller
induced flow will be modelled in order to be able to
predict portside and starboard circular turns.
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